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Desktop Health appoints industry veteran Lou Azzara to lead a best-in-class
team focused on increasing digital transformation across the Desktop Health
platform. Leveraging dental labs’ core capabilities, this dedicated team will
design and implement the workflows and infrastructure to support innovative
3D printing technologies, resins, and software solutions, to build the most
dynamic and competitive platform within the dental ecosystem. (Photo:

Desktop Health Appoints Industry Veteran
Lou Azzara as President of the Dental and
Biofabrication Parts Platform
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Desktop Health, a healthcare business
within Desktop Metal, Inc. committed to developing 3D printing and biofabrication solutions
for personalized medicine, today announced the appointment of industry veteran, Lou
Azzara, to advance its digital dental healthcare strategy with dental laboratories and its
global dental practice for 3D printing technology solutions.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211116005834/en/

Azzara will lead a
best-in-class team
focused on increasing
digital transformation
across the Desktop
Health platform.
Leveraging dental
labs’ core
capabilities, this
dedicated team will
design and implement
the workflows and
infrastructure to
support innovative 3D
printing technologies,
resins, and software
solutions, to build the
most dynamic and
competitive platform
within the dental
ecosystem.

“Dental parts is a $30
billion market with 10
percent digital
workflow1. This
represents a massive
opportunity to deploy
our technology and
team to increase
digital reliance,” said

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211116005834/en/


Business Wire) Michael Jafar,
President & CEO of

Desktop Health. "This platform will also serve as a key manufacturing advantage for our
future healthcare applications."

Azzara’s distinguished career spans nearly 30 years, creating and scaling breakthrough
healthcare products, most notably in the dental healthcare industry. He recently served as
CEO of the Dental Services Group® (DSG) where he led the company through an
acquisition that resulted in the creation of the second largest dental laboratory network in the
world. In addition, he was co-founder of one of the most recognized brand names in the
dental world, CaptekTM. Previously, he led the development of Argen Digital, the largest
digital solution center serving the dental laboratory, and for several years, provided digital
technology and advanced restorative solutions to the dental industry at BEGO® USA.
Azzara is actively engaged within the dental industry, serving in numerous advisory roles as
well as supporting dental and technology education.

"We are at a period of monumental advancements in digital dentistry where we can
dramatically influence a paradigm shift in personalized medical device manufacturing
methods,” said Azzara. “Desktop Health is building a platform that allows us to be closer to
the customer and, for the first time, invest in the inherent DNA within dental laboratories to
deliver personalized end-products that are rooted in research and innovation. Through this
initiative, Desktop Health will be the first to invest in the end-to-end ecosystem of the dental
lab, putting disruptive technology-based solutions into their hands to enhance their workflow.
This will allow us to be available to every single dental lab in the industry and leverage
global manufacturing capacity to service a broader healthcare community.”

Desktop Health’s business is focused on bringing additive manufacturing (AM) technology to
the dental and healthcare community to improve patient outcomes, turn-around times and
pricing. Over the past several months, Desktop Health has acquired Beacon Bio, developer
of biofabrication capabilities (currently in late stage R&D) and introduced several
breakthrough materials for the development of dental device applications, including chrome
cobalt as well as FDA 510(k)-cleared FlexceraTM Base and FlexceraTM Smile alongside a
powerful AM technology portfolio that includes EnvisionTECTM print platforms and Desktop
Metal’s high-speed metal binder jetting technology, the Shop SystemTM.

“Through innovation and science-based solutions, we are bringing added value to our dental
and healthcare customers and their patients,” said Jafar. “Desktop Health is the only
business with the speed, capabilities and now go-to-market partnerships, to create a
technology-advanced parts platform with additive manufacturing at its core that will enhance
the client experience and impact the future of personalized dental device manufacturing.”

About Desktop Health

Desktop Health, a healthcare business within Desktop Metal, Inc. based in Newport Beach,
California, is leveraging additive manufacturing and advanced materials to personalize
patient care. Desktop Health is vertically integrated to develop, manufacture and
commercialize applications across a range of healthcare specialties. For more information
on Desktop Health, visit www.desktophealth.com.

http://www.desktophealth.com


About Desktop Metal

Desktop Metal, Inc., based in Burlington, Massachusetts, is accelerating the transformation
of manufacturing with an expansive portfolio of 3D printing solutions, from rapid prototyping
to mass production. Founded in 2015 by leaders in advanced manufacturing, metallurgy,
and robotics, the company is addressing the unmet challenges of speed, cost, and quality to
make additive manufacturing an essential tool for engineers and manufacturers around the
world. Desktop Metal was selected as one of the world’s 30 most promising Technology
Pioneers by the World Economic Forum, named to MIT Technology Review’s list of 50
Smartest Companies, and the 2021 winner of Fast Company’s Innovation by Design Award
in materials. For more information, visit www.desktopmetal.com.

Forward-looking Statements

This press release contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements generally are identified by the words
“believe,” “project,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “strategy,” “future,”
“opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,” “would,” “will be,” “will continue,” “will likely
result,” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are predictions, projections and
other statements about future events that are based on current expectations and
assumptions and, as a result, are subject to risks, and uncertainties. Many factors could
cause actual future events to differ materially from the forward-looking statements in this
document, including but not limited to, the risks and uncertainties set forth in Desktop Metal,
Inc.'s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These filings identify and
address other important risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events and results to
differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking
statements speak only as of the date they are made. Readers are cautioned not to put
undue reliance on forward-looking statements, and Desktop Metal, Inc. assumes no
obligation and does not intend to update or revise these forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

1 Source: Global Industry Analysts, Inc., Dental Laboratories – Global Market Trajectory &
Analytics (July 2020).
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